
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 After discussing the result of the analysis, the researcher would like to conclude and 

make suggestion in the last chapter of this research. 

A. Conclusion 

 After analyzing the speech acts used by members of English Youth Community 

in their posts and comments on facebook, the researcher categorize the speech act from 

Austin’s theory. Austin substituted a three-way namely locutionary, illocutionary, and 

perlocutionary acts. Based on the data Austin classifies speech acts into five types, 

Verdictives, Exercitives, Commissives, Behabitives, Expositives. Austin’s classification is 

best seen as an attempt to give a general picture of speech act:  According to theory in this 

thesis, the researcher also found five types or category of speech act based on Austin’s 

theory. These are verdictives, exsercitives, commissives, behabitives and expositives.   

After the researcher see in posts and comments of members English Youth 

Community on facebook. In that group the researcher found there are many posts and 

comments but the researcher just took 30 items. Because based on the data the researcher 

need 30 items to analyze. The researcher analysis to know all of the function from the items 

that used by members English Youth Community on facebook. But when the researcher 

analysis all of the data, the researcher found one until two functions in one item in posts 

and comments that are used by members.  After analyzed the researcher found more than 

30 categories, the researcher found 42 functions in 30 items that are used by members.  
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In this thesis the researcher took conclude, after found the data the researcher 

analysis all of the function and the researcher found the most commonly is expositives. 

Why the researcher says the most commonly is expositives that are used by members 

English Youth Community? Because the most of members giving information when they 

posts and comments on facebook. Therefore, the most commonly used by members of 

English Youth Community in this thesis is expositives . 

B. Suggestion 

After the researcher presents the conclusion of this research, the researcher will give 

some suggestions related to this research. The suggestions are useful for the members of 

English Youth Community and the next researcher.  

1. For the members of English Youth Community 

Based on the research, for the members who used facebook to inform or conduct of 

arguments. Because facebook more useful for us, for example we will get more information 

about anything, and we can increase our knowledge in English language skills. And we can 

share different information with others friend on facebook.  

 

2. For the next Researcher 

Based on the result of this research in the analysis of speech acts, it can be suggested 

that this research can be discussed from other topics by the next researcher, for instance by 

using other theory, not only on posts and comments on facebook. It will be more attractive to 

compare white theory speech acts by Searle or other theory. 

 



 


